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HTC One V is a member of Android 4.0 series smartphones but brings back legendary chin design
which was seen in way old models, HTC Legend and Hero. HTC One V is an accurate option for
those who do not want to invest big amounts on smartphones like Huaweiâ€™s Ascend D-Quad and
HTCâ€™s One X but wants to pay less cash on their phones.

The One V handset is embedded with metallic unibody along with chin design and has a finishing of
matte black color. All three of the smartphones released by HTC viz., One X, One S and One V, are
all with awfully good quality of display along with excellent facets that makes users fascinated
towards them. HTC One V will b brought up with a display of 3.7-inch of Super LCD 2 type and with
the resolution of 480x800 pixels, so it guarantees crystal clear visuals with wide angle viewing and
splendid color illustration. There is no such great difference between Super LCD and Super LCD 2
type panels. They both provide good visuals, non-comparable to HTC One X and iPhone, but better
than the rest of smartphone and other handsets.

HTC One V deals @ http://www.mobilephonedealoffers.co.uk/htc-one-v-deals.php comes with the
dimensions of 120.3x59.7x9.2mm and is just 115g in weight. The display is rare in with 3.7 inches in
the Android community as compared with members like Galaxy Nexus, Galaxy Note and HTC One
X. One V is also powered with the 1GHz of processor of Adreno GPU type based on Qualcomm
MSM8255 of Snapdragon type of chipset and is enabled with 512MB of RAM and storage capacity
of 4GB.

This configuration may seems like a configuration of 2010 handset but with the features like
attractive home screens, recent and new android  applications and the games like Angry Birds the
HTC One V does not seems to be primitive. Rear or back Camera One V is of 5 Megapixel (and will
shoot video in with a quality of 720p and also comes with the ability to shoot video and take photos
simultaneously, as well as with Burst Mode and along with ton of effects. Phone battery is of Li-Ion
type of 1500 mAh. Moreover, and one can get all the mentioned features for just Â£200.

Check out the best offers with HTC mobile phone deals @ http://www.mobilephonedealoffers.co.uk/
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